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 from episode 1The voice of AsunaA special guest voice from Eirika >start watching The Voice of Asuna>titans over here>I
will be reviewing the episode today and updating the spoilers. >watch ep1>>when that broke I said...the power of Eirika! she

turned to the crap class and destroyed them!LMAO >ep2>>haha, suddenly we found out that the Council will be disbanded, that
was really cool. LOL>ep3>>WOW! They really have Asuna's severed arm in a box! LOLbattles>the concert is going to be held
on a tropical island, and what is the problem, let's go >ep4>Asuna's got so many flower petals now, I wonder how big her skirt

will be?LMAO >ep5>Asuna's in a white cat suit, oh my>ep6>Asuna and Eirika are amazing, I really like them as a pair, I really
hope they are going to be friends >ep7>this anime is so awesome! >ep8>Go to the festival>the best thing of this anime is the

best part of this episode is...this>ep9>no>ep10>wait what is that?! >ep11>Oops, it's a monster >ep12>the best part of this
episode is...one of the cool mechas they have with eirika! >ep13>the best part of this episode is...the best part of this episode

is....this! >ep14>this is the best part of this anime, the best part of this anime is...this!! >ep15>the best part of this anime is...the
best part of this anime is...this, the best part of this anime is...this! >ep16>the best part of this anime is...the best part of this

anime is...this, the best part of this anime is...this, the best part of this anime is...this! >ep17>the best part of this anime is...the
best part of this anime is...this, the best part of this anime is...this 520fdb1ae7
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